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WINGS CHAMBER
SERIAL BLAST IN MUMBAI 

The dark evening July 13, 2011 

between 06:30 pm 07:00 pm 

 serial Blast in Mumbai During 

the Rush Hours At least 20 people 

have been killed and more than 

140 injured in three explosions at

 Dadar ( W ) Zaveri Bazar and 

Opera House in the  city of 

Mumbai.Officials have described

 it as another terror attack on the 

city of Mumbai Home ministry

 officials had earlier said at least

 21 people were dead and 

141 injured.

Sunday Northern India Kalka Mail derailed more than 100 passenger
 injured  at Malwan station, near Fatehpur in Uttar Pradesh state 

Yuvraj 
in for
England
Test

th196  Nation of World South Sudan officially
  'frees itself from Northern control’

ALLIANCE AIRLINES ACQUIRES FOUR ADDITIONAL
  AIRCRAFT FOR FLY- IN, FLY-OUT SERVICES 

Alliance Airlines, the leading provider of “fly-in,
 fly-out” (FIFO) air services for Australia's 
resources industry, today announced the 
acquisition of four additional aircraft.

Two of these aircraft are 100-seat Fokker F100
 twinjets and the remaining two, which are new
 to Australia, are 70-seat Fokker F70 Long
 Range jets (F70LR).  
The F70LR can fly nonstop from all major re-
gional centres and capital cities on the eastern 
seaboard to Western Australian mine sites. 
The additional aircraft, the first of which ar-
rived in Australia over the weekend, are being
 introduced specifically to support the rapid
expansion currently being experienced by the
 resources industry.   
As an example, the long range capability of the 
Fokker F70LR will enable the delivery of a
 high quality FIFO product from the east coast 
direct to Western Australian mine sites, avoid-
ing the additional cost, longer journey times 
and peak-period congestion at Perth Airport. 

Brisbane-based Alliance has already reached agree-
ment with one major customer to operate Fokker
 F70LRs nonstop from the east coast into a mine
 site in Western Australia's northwest, and is in 
discussions with other companies. The airline also
 has plans to use the aircraft for a range of other
 tasks on the eastern seaboard.
 “The decision to buy the Fokker F70LR aircraft
was made after a review of the operating capa-
bilities of a number of aircraft types,” said Scott 
McMillan, Managing Director of Alliance Airlines. 
“The capabilities of the F70LR and the ability
 to easily integrate the aircraft into our existing
 fleet made the F70LR a natural choice,” he said. 
“These fleet additions provide a significant en-
hancement to Alliance Airlines' capability to 
provide customised and efficient FIFO solutions.” 
The delivery of the additional aircraft, the Alliance
 fleet will comprise 18 100-seat Fokker F100 and
 two 75-seat Fokker F70LR jets and five 50-seat 
Fokker F50 turboprops. The airline operates from
 bases in Brisbane, Townsville, Adelaide, Perth 
and Cairns. 
Alliance Airlines, visit www.allianceairlines.com.au
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The European Union and its Member 
States on an India wide road show 

New Delhi, 09 June 2011: The European Union
 and its Member States will be on an India
 wide road show to present opportunities they
 can offer for cooperation in research and
 innovation. Aiming at reach out to Indian
 researchers, the road show will include in-
formation seminars in 27 cities in the Indian 
subcontinent. The campaign, from 13 - 24 
June 2011, will also showcase the flagship

th scheme of EU - the 7  Research Framework
 Program (FP7) - which is open to the
 participation of researchers and companies 
from all over the world, including India. The
 FP7 (2007-2013) has so far already funded
 127 projects with Indian participation and 
has involved 218 Indian research institutions. 

 
Danièle Smadja, Head of the Delegation of
 the European Union to India. "With this
 campaign we are showing that Europeans
 can join forces for rising to the challenges of
 such a large country as India and have
 actually a real offer to make a contribution
 to mutual growth in research and innovation,"
 she added. 

The road show will create awareness on the
 EU's upcoming initiatives (calls for
 proposals), under FP7, inviting bids from
 research organisations, universities and
 industry as well as SMEs forming consortia
 of partners from Europe and across the
 world including India. This EU initiative 
(call for proposals), worth € 8 billion will
 cover a vast range of scientific disciplines,
 public policy areas and sectors such as water
, climate change, energy and food security,
 health and ageing population. 

The campaign will mobilise 26 Science &
 Technology Counselors and representatives
 of research organisations from Belgium, 
Finland, France, Germany, Italy, The
 Netherlands, Poland, Spain, the United
 Kingdom, as well as from the Delegation 
of the European Union, the European
 Business and Technology Centre (EBTC),
 and the European Research Council to
 make presentations in key research and
 innovation hot spots in India. A 
compendium of European (EU and 
Member States) mobility schemes for
 Indian researchers and students interested 
in going to Europe will also be available. 

For further information on the 
campaign, please log on to: 

Http://eeas.europa.eu/delegations/india/st_
awereness_campaign/index_en.htm

The campaign contributes to the EU and
 Member States Pilot Initiative with India

Http://ec.europa.eu/research/era/areas/cooperation/
international_cooperation_en.htm

"International cooperation has become a vital
 part of research and innovation, bringing
 Europe's and India's best research and 
researchers together, wherever possible. It is 
also an important element of EU-India
 strategic partnership," said Ambassador

England Women beat Australia
 to win the NatWest Women's
 Quadrangular T20 Series.

England women maintained their 100 percent
 record as they beat Australia by 16 runs in
 the Final of the NatWest Women's
 Quadrangular T20 Series at 
The Rose Bowl today
Charlotte Edwards (21) once again opened
 the batting with Laura Marsh looking to
 continue England 's attacking form from
 the first ball. However the pair both suffered
 to the hands of Lisa Sthalekar who first ran
 out Marsh and then took the wicket of
 Edwards who was caught in the deep by
 Jessica Cameron, leaving England on 42-2.
Despite later being reduced to 76-5 after
 losing a cluster of wickets in the middle
 order, England rebuilt their innings through
 Lydia Greenway and Arran Brindle. 

Player of the match Lydia Greenway was
 particularly impressive, striking five fours
 on her way to 48, her highest score in the
 format as England set a total of 132 for nine. 

The hosts quickly found their stride in the
 field and disciplined bowling meant 
Australia never threatened to chase
 down the total.

Player of the Series Holly Colvin was the
 pick of the attack, with 2-16 from four
 overs and although Alex Blackwell and
 Lisa Sthalekar put on a 72-run partner
ship for the fifth wicket, Australia were 
always behind the run-rate as they 
finished on 116 for eight.
Charlotte Edwards said: “It's been a great
 day, I'm really proud of the team, we've
 all worked hard for this. We have a great
 mix of players in the squad at the moment
, some of the youngsters are really stepping
 up to the mark and everyone has 
contributed to the success. 
“It's been fantastic to play in front of such
 good crowds during the series the players
 enjoy it and it's great for the profile of 
the women's game. 
“We won't be resting on our laurels as we
 move into the 50-over series, but we will
 take this momentum with us.” 

Earlier in the day India beat New Zealand
 by three wickets in the play off match for
 third and fourth place in at The Army 
Cricket Ground, Aldershot . 

All teams now travel to Derby for the
 50-over format of the NatWest Women's 
Quadrangular Series which starts on
 Thursday. In the first matches England
 will play India at The County Ground 
Derby and Australia will face New Zealand
 at Chesterfield Cricket Club. 

Highlights of all England 's matches in the
 NatWest Women's Quadrangular Series
 can be found at  along with 
interviews with player of the match, player
 of the series and England and 
Australia captains. 

www.ecb.co.uk
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DUBAI INTERNATIONAL MOTOR SHOW  WHERE THE 
AUTOMOTIVE INDUSTRY MEETS IN THE MIDDLE EAST

Tourism to Turn Nepal's Political
Revolution into an Economic One

The Nepalese government is depending on 
tourism to drive economic prosperity and 
continued political stability. However, Nepal 
's ambitious tourism goals are being stymied 
by stay-away low cost carriers 

BANGKOK, June 22, 2011  Nepal is leve-
raging its tourism assets to turn its political 
revolution of 2005-2008 into an economic 
one in 2011. According to , 

 has so far seen foreign
 visitor arrivals by air increase by 18.4% to
 reach 168,958 for the first five months 
of the year.

PATA Nepal 
Tourism Year 2011

The country is nominally on target to reach
 its goal of one million visitors this year, a
 figure that includes both air arrivals and
 land-based visitors, mostly from India.

The government is promoting tourism to 
bring a measure of prosperity and continued 
political stability in a country that ranks in
 the 20 poorest in the world. Unity is a
 challenge. The country has 28 million 
people, a poor transport infrastructure,
 103 ethnic groups and 92 spoken
 languages. Twenty-two out of 75 local
 government districts aren't linked to the
 capital by road.

Representatives of the Nepal Tourism
 Board and the country's hotels and tour
 operators last week told travel agents in
 Singapore, Johor Bahru and Bangkok
 that Nepal's tourism industry needs low
 cost carriers such as Air Asia to start

"Airfares to Kathmandu from Southeast
 Asia are a little expensive," said Mr Sunil
 Sakya, Vice President of 

 in Nepal. "A low cost carrier would
 bring a real paradigm shift," he said.

KGH Group of
 Hotels

A tour operator at the Nepal event in 
Bangkok on June 16 noted that Southeast 
Asian tourists expect their holiday 
destinations to have political stability
 and competitively priced air tickets.
 Only 25,000 Thais visited Nepal in 
2010, despite the close Buddhist 
pilgrimage links between the two
 countries. "It should be three-times
 that number," said Sunil.

Adventure tourism activities such as para
gliding, flying in ultralites, white water
 rafting and mountain biking are now 
being heavily promoted, especially in 
Pokhara, the adventure capital of Nepal.
 The aim is to attract younger urban
 residents in big Southeast Asian cites 
who want an adrenalin fix in a wild 
'back to nature' setting. On the other
 side of the coin, gambling is available
 in seven hotels in Kathmandu.

Nepal Airlines, THAI, Silk Air and Dragon
 Air offer a total of 25 flights a week into
 Nepal from Southeast Asia. Ms Ujjwalla
 Dali, Nepal Tourism Board's Senior
 Manager for Tourism Marketing, told
 travel agents in Bangkok that the

Nepal Tourism Board is a national organi-
zation established in 1998 by an act of
 parliament in the form of partnership
 between Government of Nepal, and private
 sector tourism industries of Nepal to develop
 and market Nepal as an attractive tourist
 destination. The Board provides platform
 for vision-drawn leadership for Nepal 's
 tourism section by integrating government
 commitment with the dynamism of private
 sector tourism industries.

NTB is promoting Nepal in the domestic and
 international market and is working toward 
repositioning the image of the country. It
 aims to regulate product development
 activities in future. Fund for NTB is
 collected in the form of Tourist Service Fee
 from departing foreigner passengers at the
 Tribhuvan International Airport ,
 Kathmandu thus keeping it financially 
independent. The Board chaired by a
 Secretary at Ministry of Culture, Tourism
 and Civil Aviation constitutes of 11 board
 members with Five government 
representatives, Five private sector
 representatives and the chief
executive officer.

 flying to Kathmandu.  destination needs more than that if the 
country is to reach its tourism targets. 
"I hope that Air Asia will start flying to
 Kathmandu within a year," she said. 

Explore new clusters at ALUMINIUM India 2011
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RAK Free Trade Zone posts 17% increasein new company registrations in Q1 2011

Government of Ras Al Khaimah, United Arab Emirates
Licence renewal up by 36% compared to previous year Q1 results

RAS AL KHAIMAH FREE TRADE ZONE  Your Home of Business(45 Minutes Drive from DUBAI)

* Package Includes: Commercial Business License Eligibility for 1 Visa
100% Company Ownership

 Registration,  Facility & Service Fees, Supporting 
Letter for Opening of Bank Account,  - Document Submission Electronically

, , 
 

 ( KBC )
Kam Beauty Care  
Kamchadha@yahoo.co.uk

Reveal your Hidden Beauty with KBC

Oil Spoil
Stem oily skin , mix three Tsp 

of Gram flour some milk a 

pinch of turmeric powder and 

few drop of lemon juice Apply 

this past all over the Body 

before taking Bath 

THE GRAND PLACE SUITE
The incomparable luxury of a unique panoramic

 view over the Grand Place in Brussels
Staying in a hotel is in itself a holiday but can 
prove to be a truly exceptional experience at
 a luxury hotel boasting an exclusive view of 
one of the world's most celebrated locations

A rare view indeed and one the Royal Windsor 
Hotel Grand Place can now pride itself on in
 Europe's capital city: the brand new 
"The Grand Place Suite" with its 180° 
panoramic vista over the Grand Place of 
Brussels and the city's rooftops breathtaking!

The Grand Place Suite, pure Magic. Inside
 and out True luxury is one of a kind and this
 is certainly the case with 
“The Grand Place Suite”, recently unveiled
 by the Royal Windsor Hotel after a two year
 construction project involving exceptional
 talent at everystage. May 2011: grand
 opening of a spacious penthouse suite
 with a measuring a total of 400 
square metres.

The most magical of suites now crowns the 
Royal Windsor Hotel Grand Place.
 The Grand Place Suite is one of those 
places that simply exude luxury through 
their sublime elegance and the ultra-
glamorous lifestyle they afford. This kind 
of luxury is immediately visible, but above
 all it is felt. The suite has its own private
 access, almost secret, but bathed in day
light flooding in through skylight windows.
 The velvety carpet has a soft, soothing feel, 
enhancing the aura of mystery, and when
 the double doors open, the effect is
 instantaneous. Unprecedented opulence.

The Grand Place Suite is revealed in all its
 glory, no longer a mere suite, but like a 
private residence where guests know they
 will be treated like royalty. Moving through
 the spacious living and dining areas, the
 panoramic terrace beckons, and guests are
 irresistibly drawn through the large bay 
window to admire the bronze sculptures and 
most of all, the incredible view over the heart
of Brussels. Imposing in the daytime,
 at night the spectacle becomes truly 
entrancing with the Grand Place lit up in
 all its beauty.

Let us continue our tour … the office,
 bedroom, dressing room, bathroom, 
kitchen and dining area feature myriad
 subtle nuances of character, charm and 
exclusivity. Unashamed luxury! Tasteful 
choices with high quality materials, and 
beyond this, a feeling of intimacy. Almost
 like a secret, since The Grand Place Suite 
is indeed a demonstration of the personal
 attachment felt by owner and Chairman 
of the Warwick International Hotels Group, 
Richard Chiu, and of his wife, Ann, for this
 hotel and the city of Brussels. The design 
details and decor of each room were selected
 in very close consultation with Louis 
Vanheusden, Regional General Manager
 for Belgium also in charge of the Royal
 Windsor Hotel Grand Place.

Exquisite panelling and Art Deco antiques
 in polished and rare woods coordinate
 perfectly with the refined elegance of the
 fabrics, carpets and wall coverings. 
Everything, from the lighting to the 
decorative pieces, from the sumptuous
 black marble to the exquisite mosaic tiles
 in the bathroom, from the shimmering
 Murano glassware to the ethereal pleasure
 of a goose down duvet, from stylish saddle-
stitching to elegant gilt finishes, everything
 radiates elegance and aspires to absolute 
comfort. Do we really need to add that 
The Grand Place Suite also boasts state of 
the art, new generation equipment ... no, it 
goes without saying. Prestige and a noble
 reputation Set in a perfect location in the
 heart of Brussels, the Royal Windsor Hotel 
Grand Place has for decades attracted
 travellers smitten with these much treasured
 hotels promoting the values of the hotel 
business in the grand tradition. The Grand
Place Suite is indeed part of this spirit and 
only confirms the international reputation 
of the Royal Windsor Hotel.

THE GRAND PLACE SUITE 
Royal Windsor Hotel Grand Place 
5 Rue Duquesnoy 1000 Brussels
 Tel. 02 505 55 55 
www.royalwindsorbrussels.com 

Mumbai July 02 / 2011

 Maria Susairaj God 

knows I am Innocent

 and Say's Thank's to 

God who brought her 

out of jail After serv-

ing more than 3 years 

behind the bar's in

 Neeraj Grover 

murder case 
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